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About This Game

Planktos is a beautiful underwater exploration experience. Possess and cleanse a variety of fish that have become corrupted by
an unknown evil. Solve challenging puzzles an 5d3b920ae0
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A very short (2 hours playtime) story in a special and beautiful world, in a colorful underwater empire. Really-really very
spectacular! You can float, swim freely around, but you cant die, you can just watch the plants, the colorful fish. Its calm and
peaceful. Of course you have a mission: activating crystals to free a little green ghost, who will show the way to the next area.
To activate those crystals it is necessary for your the hero (a little purple ghost) to posess fish, what swim around. Different fish
have different skills: one brings lightness to the dark cave areas, other eats sea urchin and thus open up the cave entrances,
another again is strong and can swim against the currents, etc.. A very short (2 hours playtime) story in a special and beautiful
world, in a colorful underwater empire. Really-really very spectacular! You can float, swim freely around, but you cant die, you
can just watch the plants, the colorful fish. Its calm and peaceful. Of course you have a mission: activating crystals to free a little
green ghost, who will show the way to the next area. To activate those crystals it is necessary for your the hero (a little purple
ghost) to posess fish, what swim around. Different fish have different skills: one brings lightness to the dark cave areas, other
eats sea urchin and thus open up the cave entrances, another again is strong and can swim against the currents, etc.. A very short
(2 hours playtime) story in a special and beautiful world, in a colorful underwater empire. Really-really very spectacular! You
can float, swim freely around, but you cant die, you can just watch the plants, the colorful fish. Its calm and peaceful. Of course
you have a mission: activating crystals to free a little green ghost, who will show the way to the next area. To activate those
crystals it is necessary for your the hero (a little purple ghost) to posess fish, what swim around. Different fish have different
skills: one brings lightness to the dark cave areas, other eats sea urchin and thus open up the cave entrances, another again is
strong and can swim against the currents, etc.
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